This paper uses the downside realized semi variance to measure the downside risk and then the HAR-DR, HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models on the basis of the HAR-RV model are built. Finally, by comparing the three models' prediction ability for downside risk in the stock spot market and futures market, we test whether the trading volume and downside trading volume of the two markets can be used to predict the downside risk. And we also study the differences under different samples and different models. The results indicate that trading volume and downside trading volume have different prediction effects for the downside risk in different periods. The trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit much forecasting power in the futures market. However, they show little forecasting power in the spot market.
INTRODUCTION
Risk management is one of the most pressing questions in finance (Bolton et al, 2011; Dai and Wen, 2014; Rampini et al, 2014; Wen et al, 2014 Wen et al, a, 2014b Wen et al, , 2016 Wen et al, , 2017 Gong and Lin, 2017) , and is closely related to the assets pricing (Han 2013; Liu et al. 2014) . The traditional research has generally used the variance and beta to measure financial risk. Two classic examples of published literature are Markowitz (1952) and Sharpe (1964) . Markowitz (1952) built portfolios by analyzing the mean-variance relationship. Sharpe (1964) used beta to measure financial risk in the CAPM. In addition, Engle (1982) developed the ARCH model which can depict financial assets' volatility. Volatility has become a common indicator for measurement of risk according to the Engle (1982) 's study. Taking variance, beta and volatility to measure financial risk implies the uncertainty or variation of asset price. This risk not only includes the uncertainty caused by downward movement of asset prices but also includes the uncertainty caused by any upward movement. However, most investors incur losses only when asset prices move downward and upward movement benefits investors. Therefore, the risk of asset prices moving downward is the real risk for investors. It is more important to study the downside risks of asset prices.
Although the downside risk is very important, it is not been studied much. On the one hand, previous studies have mainly focused on the measures of downside risk. For example, Markowitz (1959) , Price et al. (1982) , Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2008) used the downside variance and deviation, downside beta, and downside realised semivariance to measure the downside risk, respectively. On the other hand, many works have examined the downside risk-return relationship. Post and Vliet (2006) found downside risk can explain the high average returns of small/value/winner stocks and it plays an important role in asset pricing; Bali et al. (2009) examined the intertemporal relationship between downside risk and expected stock returns; Huang et al. (2012) studied the relationship between extreme downside risk and expected stock returns in American stock market. Sévi (2013) analyzed the downside risk-return trade-off at daily frequency.
Extant literatures about the measure of downside risk and downside risk-return trade-off play an important role in studying the downside risk but the prediction of downside risk is a very important thing. However, the mass of literature about the prediction of downside risk is minimal. Rubia and Sanchis-Marco (2013) argued accurate downside risk forecasting is very elusive. They found downside risk forecasting may be improved considerably by the use of volume-related variables. What's more, the mixture distribution hypothesis (MDH) introduced by Clark (1973) provided theoretical support for the fact that the trading volume predicts the risk in financial assets. According to the MDH, the variance of daily price changes and trading volume are both driven by the information in the market. The arrival of unexpected "good news" results in a price increase whereas "bad news" causes a price decrease. When the trading volume and downside trading volume increase, prices of financial assets change more and financial downside risk increases. According to Rubia and Sanchis-Marco (2013) and the mixture distribution hypothesis, the trading volume should be able to predict the downside risk. And our research attempts to examine whether the view is founded.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section is the methodology. Section 3 presents the descriptive statistics. In Section 4, whether trading volume exhibits the in-sample forecasting power for the downside risk in the stock spot market and futures market is analyzed. In Section 5, we show the out-of-sample trading volume's forecasting power for downside risks. Section 6 provides the conclusions.
METHODOLOGY

Downside Risk Proxy
In this paper, we choose the downside realised semivariance which is developed in Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2008) based on the realized volatility (Andersen and Bollerslev 1998) to measure the downside risk. We suppose a trading day t, divide the total day's trading into N parts and t,i is the i th ( i=1,  , N) closing price of the trading day t. And , is the return of the i th on trading day t, , = 100(ln t,i − ln , −1 ). The RV on trading day t ( 0 ) can be written as
(1) Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) studied the realized volatility in the currency exchange market. But unlike the currency exchange market, trading isn't continuous in stock market. Therefore the realized volatility calculated with expression (1) can reflect the market volatility only during the trading periods and market volatility caused by overnight information cannot be reflected. Therefore, according to Huang et al. (2013) and Gong et al. (2014 , considering the overnight return variance, we adjust the realized volatility as
where , are the overnight return, ,1 = , = 100(ln , − ln −1, ).
Then, referring to Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2008) , on the basis of Formula (2), we get the expression of downside realised semivariance ( − ):
Contribution of this paper to the literature
• The proposed HAR type models are creatively applied to predict the downside risk and find that the proposed HAR models are a very promising tool in forecasting the downside risk.
• The forecast effect of trading volume and downside trading volume on the downside risk are examined and it shows that the trading volume and downside trading volume can effectively predict the volatility of futures market.
• We find that the models of HAR-DR, HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV have a strong predictive effect on the weekly and monthly downside risk, while a weak predictive effect on the daily downside risk. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the different time period for the downside risk predicting by HAR models.
where (⋅) is the indicator function taking the value 1 if the argument is true. In this paper, we use the − to measure the downside risk. So the downside risk of phase can be expressed as
Econometric Model
The general forecasting model (HAR-RV model) can be expressed as
where + represents the realized volatility in the future H days, + = ( +1 + +2 + ⋯ + + )/ . is the daily realized volatility in phase t.
= ( + −1 + ⋯ + −4 )/5 means the weekly realized volatility.
shows the monthly realized volatility. We use the downside risk to replace the realized volatility of Model (5) and get the HAR-DR model.
where + represents the downside risk in the future H days,
is the daily downside risk.
= ( + −1 + ⋯ + −4 )/5 means the weekly downside risk.
shows the monthly downside risk. To analyze whether the trading volume can predict downside risk, we add the daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes and downside trading volumes to Model (6), and get HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models.
where in Model (7) is the daily trading volume. is the weekly trading volume,
is the monthly trading volume,
, where , is the j st trading volume. is the weekly downside trading volume,
is the monthly downside trading volume, that is = ( Andersen et al. (2001) found that the log realized volatility is more approximate to normal distribution than the realized volatility. Compared with the original model, they also found that prediction accuracy of the logarithmic model is higher. The downside risk in this paper is measured by the downside realised semivariance which is a part of the realized volatility. Thus, in order to improve the robustness and prediction accuracy of the models, we also translate Models (6), (7) and (8) into their respective logarithmic models.
DATA DESCRIPTION
In this paper, we use 5-minute high-frequency data from April 16, 2010 to March 5, 2014 (939 days) for the CSI 300 (stock spot market) and CSI 300 futures (stock futures market). show that mean values of all variables in the spot market are greater than the futures market, which shows the spot market is more active than the futures market. Skewness and kurtosis of all variables in the spot market show that daily, weekly and monthly downside risks are "right skewed" and "fat tail". And the daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes and downside trading volumes are "right skewed" and "thin tail". In the stock futures market, the downside risk is "right skewed" and "fat tail", and the daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes and downside trading volumes are "right skewed" and "thin tail". There are large differences between skewness and kurtosis of daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes and downside trading volumes.
RESULTS ANALYSES
Results on Full Sample
To test whether trading volume and downside trading volume can be used in-sample to predict downside risk in the spot market and futures market, we estimate the parameters of the HAR-DR, HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models. The downside risk, trading volume and downside trading volume in these models have overlapping variables, so we use the OLS with Newey-West to estimate the parameters of the models. And we choose the samples in the period from April 16, 2010 to March 5, 2014. Table 2 lists estimation results of the HAR-DR model under full sample. In the spot market and futures market, the coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are significantly positive when the HAR-DR model predicts the 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks, respectively. It shows that the downside risk in the spot market and futures market has strong sustainability or long memory and historical downside risk contains forecast information for the downside risk. Meanwhile, it also shows that the downside risk is affected by the different components of downside risk in the past. Different downside risk components are attributable to investor behaviors with different holding terms (short-term, medium-term and long-term). Thus, this result also proves the existence of heterogeneous investors in the spot market and futures market, which accords with the heterogeneous market hypothesis. In addition, comparing the . 2 of different prediction periods in the same market, and the same prediction period in different markets, we find that the HAR-DR model exhibits more in-sample forecasting power for 1-week downside risk than 1-day and 1-month downside risks, and the model shows more in-sample forecasting power for the stock futures market than the spot market. Table 3 lists estimation results of the HAR-DR-V model under full sample. The HAR-DR-V model analyzes whether the trading volume can predict the downside risk in the spot market and futures market. In the spot market, the coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant when the HAR-DR-V model predicts 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks in the future, which means the daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes cannot predict downside risk in the spot market. In the stock futures market, the coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are significant when the HAR-DR-V model predicts 1-day downside risk in the future, and the coefficients of ln( ) and ln( ) are significant when the HAR-DR model predicts 1-week downside risk, but the coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant when the HAR-DR-V model predicts 1-month downside risk. This shows that the trading volume exhibits much in-sample forecasting power for the 1-day and 1-week downside risks but little in-sample forecasting power for 1-month downside risk in the stock futures market. In addition, the significance and symbols of coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) in the HAR-DR-V model are the similar as the HAR-DR model, which further verifies that the downside risk of the spot market and futures market has strong sustainability or long memory. Table 4 lists the estimation results of HAR-DR-DV model under full sample. The HAR-DR-DV model is used to analyze whether the downside trading volume can predict the downside risk in the spot market and futures market. In the spot market, the coefficient of ln( ) is statistically significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-week downside risk in the future, and the coefficient of ln( ) is statistically significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-month downside risk in the future, but the other coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant. This shows the downside trading volume exhibits weak in-sample forecasting power for 1-week and 1-month downside risks, and the downside trading volume shows no in-sample forecasting power for 1-month downside risk in the spot market. In the futures market, coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are significant when the HAR-DR model predicts 1-day downside risk and coefficients of ln( ) and ln( ) are significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-week downside risk but coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant when the HAR-DR model predicts 1-month downside risk. This shows the downside trading volume exhibits much in-sample forecasting power for 1-day and 1-week downside risks but the downside trading volume shows little in-sample forecasting power for 1-month downside risk in the futures market. In addition, the significance and symbols of coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) in the HAR-DR-DV model are similar to the HAR-DR model, which verifies that the downside risk has strong sustainability or long memory in the spot market as well as the futures market. 
Results on Sub-Samples
The full sample is divided into two sub-samples, Sub-sample 1 with 470 items of data from April 16, 2010 to March 22, 2012 and Sub-sample 2 with 469 data from March 23, 2012 to March 5, 2014. The HAR-DR, HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models are estimated by using the two sub-samples. Table 5 are similar to those under the full sample. For example, the HAR-DR model exhibits more in-sample forecasting power for 1-week downside risk than 1-day and 1-month downside risks. However, a few results are different from the full sample. For example, most coefficients of ln( ) are not significant under Sub-sample 1 and all coefficients of ln( ) are not significant under Sub-sample 2, but all coefficients of ln( ) and ln( ) are statistically significant under the full sample. These results show the downside risks of the spot market and futures market under the two different periods and both exhibit different long memories. In addition, comparing the . 2 of the HAR-DR model under Sub-sample 1 and Sub-sample 2, we find the . 2 of the HAR-DR model under Subsample 2 is higher than under Sub-sample 1. This shows the HAR-DR model exhibits more in-sample forecasting power under Sub-sample 2 than in-sample forecasting power under Sub-sample 1. Table 6 lists the estimation results of HAR-DR-V model under Sub-sample 1 and Sub-sample 2. In Sub-sample 1, coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) in the spot market and futures market are not significant when the HAR-DR-V model predicts 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks, which shows the daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes cannot predict the downside risk for the period from April 16, 2010 to March 22, 2012. In Sub-sample 2, coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant when the HAR-DR-V model predicts 1 day downside risk in the spot market, which also shows the daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes cannot predict the downside risk of the spot market during the period from March 23, 2012 to March 5, 2014. However, the coefficient of ln( ) is significant when the HAR-DR-V model predicts 1-week downside risk, the coefficient of ln( ) is significant when the HAR-DR-V model predicts 1-day downside risk and the coefficient of ln( ) is significant when the HAR-DR model predicts 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks. These results show the trading volume exhibits in-sample forecasting power for downside risk under Sub-sample 2. In addition, comparing the . 2 of the HAR-DR model under Sub-sample 1 and Sub-sample 2, we find that the HAR-DR-V model exhibits more in-sample forecasting power in Sub-sample 2 than that in Sub-sample 1. Table 7 lists results of the HAR-DR-DV model under Sub-sample 1 and Sub-sample 2. In Sub-sample 1, the coefficient of ln( ) in the futures market is significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-day downside risk but all other coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks of the spot market and futures market. It shows the downside trading volume exhibits a little in-sample forecasting power for downside risk of the futures market, but has no insample forecasting power for downside risk of the spot market from April 16, 2010 to March 22, 2012. In Sub-sample 2, the coefficient of ln( ) is significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-day downside risk but all other coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts the 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks of the spot market. The results show that the trading volume exhibits a little in-sample forecasting power for the spot market for the period from March 23, 2012 to March 5, 2014. However, coefficients of ln( ) and ln( ) are not significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-month downside risk and all other coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are significant when the HAR-DR-DV model predicts 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks of the futures market. These results show the downside trading volume exhibits a lot of in-sample forecasting power for the futures market under Sub-sample 2. Besides, we also find that the HAR-DR-DV model shows more in-sample forecasting power for downside risk under Sub-sample 2 than in-sample forecasting power under Sub-sample 1. 
Results on Other Models
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe whether the trading volume and downside trading volume forecast the downside risk by using the HAR-DR, HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models. In this section, we further study whether the trading volume and downside trading volume forecast the downside risk in the spot market and futures market by using the LHAR-DR-J, LHAR-DR-J-V and LHAR-DR-J-DV models. The LHAR-DR-J, LHAR-DR-J-V and LHAR-DR-J-DV models can be represented as follows:
ln(
where − , − and − are daily, weekly and monthly leverages, respectively, namely, − = * { < 0},
is return at period t, {⋅} is an indicator function; represents the jump obtained by the method proposed by Shephard (2004, 2006) .
In this section, we also use the OLS with Newey-West to estimate the LHAR-DR-J, LHAR-DR-J-V and LHAR-DR-J-DV models under the full sample. The results of the LHAR-DR-J model under full sample are shown in Table  8 . In this table, almost all coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) are significantly positive when the LHAR-DR-J model predicts the 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks, which further proves that the downside risk of the spot market and futures market has strong sustainability or long memory. Then, the coefficient of − is significant when the LHAR-DR-J model predicts 1-month downside risk in the spot market and the coefficient of − is significant when the LHAR-DR-J model predicts 1-week downside risk in the futures market but all other coefficients of − , − and − are not significant. The results show the "leverage effect" of downside risk in the spot market and futures market is weak. In addition, analyzing the significance of coefficient of ln(1 + ) , we find the jump shows little in-sample forecasting power for the future downside risk in the spot market and futures market.
Estimation results of the LHAR-DR-J-V model under full sample are shown in Table 9 . The significance of coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) in the LHAR-DR-J-V model is in accord with the HAR-DR-V model. In the spot market, the daily, weekly and monthly trading volumes show little power for in-sample forecasting of the downside risk. In the stock futures market, the trading volume exhibits much power for in-sample forecasting of the 1-day and 1-week downside risk but not for 1-month. Estimation results of the LHAR-DR-J-DV model under full sample are shown in Table 10 . The significance of coefficients of ln( ), ln( ) and ln( ) in the LHAR-DR-J-DV model are similar to the HAR-DR-DV model. The results show the downside trading volume exhibits a little in-sample forecasting power for downside risk in the spot market, and has much in-sample forecasting power for the stock futures market.
OUT-OF-SAMPLE FORECAST
Rolling Window Forecast
We choose the rolling window prediction method to analyze whether trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit out-of-sample prediction ability for the downside risk in the spot market and futures market. The rolling window is 500, forecast sample is 439 data from May 11, 2012 to March 5, 2014 . Applying the the rolling window prediction method, we can get 439 predicted values of 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks.
SPA Test
SPA test was used to verify whether the out-of-sample predictive power of HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models is better than the HAR-DR model. If the out-of-sample predictive power of the HAR-DR-V model for downside risk is better than the HAR-DR model, the implication is that trading volume can be used to predict downside risk of the spot market and futures market. And if the out-of-sample predictive power of the HAR-DR-DV model is better than the HAR-DR model, then downside trading volume contains some out-of-sample predictive information of downside risk in the spot market as well as the futures market.
The SPA test is for a kind of superior predictive ability with Bootstrap properties. It was developed by Hansen (2005) on the basis of loss functions. Hansen (2005) found that the ability of the SPA test to discriminate models is better than that of the RC test developed by White (2000) and the SPA test has better robustness.
Results of SPA Test
We get p-values of the SPA test when we choose the HAR-DR, HAR-DR-V or HAR-DR-DV model as the benchmark model and choose two other models as the compared models. Tables 11a, 11b and 11c list the results of the SPA test when the HAR-DR, HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models predict the 1-day, 1-week and 1-month downside risks in the spot market and futures market. In these three tables, the second row lists the benchmark models and the second column lists the compared models. If the p-value of Model X as a benchmark model and Model Y as a compared model is greater than that of Model Y as a benchmark model and Model X as a compared model, the out-of-sample prediction performance of Model X for the downside risk is better than that of Model Y.
In Table 11a , SPA test results under different loss functions are different. The p-value of the HAR-DR-V model as a benchmark model and the HAR-DR model as the compared model is greater than that of the HAR-DR model as a benchmark model and HAR-DR-V model as the compared model in the spot market under the MAE and MSE, but the result is the opposite in HMAE and HMSE. This shows that the out-of-sample prediction performance of HAR-DR-V model for 1-day downside risk isn't better than the HAR-DR model and the trading volume doesn't exhibit out-of-sample forecasting power for 1-day downside risk in the spot market. Tables 11b and 11c lead to similar conclusions for the spot market and futures market. The p-value of the HAR-DR-V or HAR-DR-DV model as a benchmark model and the HAR-DR model as the compared model is greater than that of the HAR-DR model as a benchmark model and HAR-DR-V or HAR-DR-DV model as the compared model under all loss functions, which shows the out-of-sample prediction performance of HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models is better than that of the HAR-DR model and the trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit out-of-sample forecasting power for 1-week and 1-month downside risks in the spot market and futures market. Tables 11a, 11b and 11c, when we choose 500 as the rolling window, we find the trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit certain out-of-sample forecasting power for downside risk in the spot market, which is stronger in the futures market.
According to
Results on Other Rolling Windows
In Section 5.1, we choose 500 as the time window and predict the downside risk in the period from May 11, 2012 to March 5, 2014 . In order to further analyze whether the trading volume and downside trading volume can predict the downside risk in other periods, we choose 300 as the time window to predict the downside risk of the period from July 12, 2011 to March 5, 2014.
Tables 12a, 12b and 12c list the results of SPA test when we choose 300 as the rolling window to predict the downside risk in the spot market and futures market. In these tables, the second row lists the benchmark models and the second column lists the compared models. Analyzing the results in these three tables, we find most pvalues of the HAR-DR model as a benchmark model and the HAR-DR-V or HAR-DR-DV model as the compared model are greater than those of the HAR-DR-V or HAR-DR-DV model as a benchmark model and HAR-DR model as the compared model. This shows the out-of-sample prediction performance of HAR-DR model for the downside risk in the spot market and futures market is better than that of the HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models, and the trading volume and downside trading volume don't exhibit out-of-sample forecasting power for downside risk in the period from July 12, 2011 to March 5, 2014. 
Results on Other Models
In this section, we further study whether the trading volume and downside trading volume forecast the downside risk in the period from May 11, 2012 to March 5, 2014 by using the LHAR-DR-J, LHAR-DR-J-V and LHAR-DR-J-DV models.
Tables 13a, 13b and 13c list the results of SPA test when we choose 500 as the rolling window to predict the downside risk in the spot market and futures market by using the LHAR-DR-J, LHAR-DR-J-V and LHAR-DR-J-DV models. Analyzing p-values from these tables, we find the results are similar to Section 5.1. The out-of-sample prediction performances of LHAR-DR-J-V and LHAR-DR-J-DV models for downside risk in the spot market and futures market are mostly better than the LHAR-DR-J model. The trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit out-of-sample forecasting power for downside risk in the spot market and futures market and it is stronger in futures market. Table 13a . SPA test results of forecasting 1-day downside risk (500) Firstly, the SPA test need set several loss functions. In this paper, we choose the four most common loss functions, the mean absolute error (MAE), heteroskedastic adjusted mean absolute error (HMAE), mean squared error (MSE) and heteroskedastic adjusted mean squared error (HMSE). Then, according to the method of Hansen (2005), we get the p-value of the "Bootstrap" method. When we compare the predictive powers of different models, the greater p value means that compared with other models, the benchmark model exhibits better out-of-sample predictive power.
Spot market Futures market LHAR-DR-J LHAR-DR-V-J LHAR-DR-DV-J LHAR-DR-J LHAR-DR-V-J LHAR-DR-DV-
However, p-value of the HAR-DR-DV model as a benchmark model and the HAR-DR model as the compared model is greater than that of the HAR-DR model as a benchmark model and HAR-DR-V model as the compared model under MAE, HMAE, MSE and HMSE, which shows the out-of-sample prediction performance of HAR-DR-DV model is better than that of the HAR-DR model, and the downside trading volume exhibits good out-of-sample forecasting power for 1-day downside risk in the spot market. In stock futures market, p-value of the HAR-DR-V or HAR-DR-DV model as a benchmark model and the HAR-DR model as the compared model is greater than that of the HAR-DR model as a benchmark model and HAR-DR-V or HAR-DR-DV model as the compared model under all loss functions except the HMSE, which shows the out-of-sample prediction performance of HAR-DR-V and HAR-DR-DV models is better than the HAR-DR model and the trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit a little out-of-sample forecasting power for 1-day downside risk in the stock futures market.
According to Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, we find the results are different when we predict the downside risks in different periods. The trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit some out-of-sample forecasting power Table 13b . SPA test results of forecasting 1-week downside risk (500) 
Spot market Futures market LHAR-DR-J LHAR-DR-V-J LHAR-DR-DV-J LHAR-DR-J LHAR-DR-V-J LHAR-DR-DV-J
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we test whether the trading volume and downside trading volume can be used to predict the downside risk in the stock spot market and futures market. In the in-sample analysis, the trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit much in-sample forecasting power in the futures market but little in-sample forecasting power in the spot market. What's more, the results are different in different periods and are similar under different models. In the out-of-sample analysis, the results are different when we predict downside risk of different periods. The trading volume and downside trading volume exhibit more out-of-sample forecasting power in futures market than in the spot market.
According to the results from the in-sample and the out-of-sample analysis, we find that trading volume and downside trading volume show different predictive powers in different periods and they exhibit more forecasting power in futures market but little forecasting power in the spot market. Furthermore, we can get similar results under different models, which shows the results are robust.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The arrival of unexpected "good news" results in a price increase whereas "bad news" causes a price decrease therefore predicting the risks are of high importance. The investors, economists as well as policy makers should consider the results revealed in this study to be able to keep the stability of market.
